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Over the last 51 years June has shone brighter on NASDAQ
stocks as a rule ranking fifth best with a 1.0% average gain,
up 29 of 51 years. This contributes to NASDAQ’s “Best Eight
Months” which ends in June. June ranks near the bottom on
the Dow Jones Industrials just above September since 1950
with an average loss of 0.2%. S&P 500 performs similarly
poorly, ranking ninth, but essentially flat (0.1% average
gain). Small caps also tend to fare well in June. Russell
2000 has averaged 0.9% in the month since 1979.

Over the last twenty-one years, June has been a rather
lackluster month for the market. DJIA and S&P 500 have
recorded average losses in the month. NASDAQ and
Russell 2000 have fared better with modest average gains.
Historically the month has opened respectably, advancing
on the first and second trading days. From there the market
then drifted sideways and lower into or near negative
territory depending upon the index just ahead of mid-
month. Here the market rallied to create a nice mid-month
bulge that quickly evaporated and turned into losses. The
brisk, post, mid-month drop is typically followed by a month
end rally lead by technology and small caps.

In midterm years since 1950, June ranks no better than
eleventh. June is the worst DJIA and S&P 500 month in
midterm years. Average losses range from 1.4% by
NASDAQ to 1.8% from S&P 500. Of the three indexes, none
has a winning track record in June. DJIA and S&P 500 have
declined more than they have risen.

The second Triple Witching Week of the year brings on
some volatile trading with losses frequently exceeding
gains. On Monday of Triple-Witching Week the Dow has
been down fourteen of the last twenty-five years. Triple-
Witching Friday is somewhat better, Dow has been up ten of
the last nineteen years, but down six of the last seven. Full-

week performance is choppy as well, littered
with greater than 1% moves in both
directions. The week after Triple-Witching
Day is horrendous. This week has
experienced DJIA losses in 27 of the last 32
years with average losses of 1.0%. NASDAQ
and Russell 2000 had fared better during the
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week after, but that trend appears to be fading.

June’s first trading day is the Dow’s best day of the
month, up 27 of the last 34 years. Gains are sparse
throughout the remainder of the month until the last
three days when NASDAQ stocks begin to exhibit
strength. The last day of the second quarter was a bit
of a paradox as the Dow was down 17 of the last 31
(however, up 9 of the last 11) while NASDAQ has a
nearly the opposite record, NASDAQ has been up 21
of the last 30.

Beginning this year, the market will observe
Juneteenth National Independence Day on June 20.
The holiday officially falls on June 19 every year, but
NYSE rules shift its observance to Monday this year.
As this is the first year the market will be closed in
observance of this new Federal holiday, no stats are
presently available. The holiday’s proximity to
quarterly options expiration and Father’s Day, 
could lead to some additional volatility ahead of the
long weekend.

June Almanac:
Worst DJIA & S&P 500 Month in Midterm Years
(continued from page 1)

The bulls had a good week, but the bear market does not
appear over to us. When the market rallies and bounces
around off bear market lows and commentary runs the gamut
from permabear doomsayers to bottom callers it reminds us
of the canny words our friend Dan Turov, who runs Turov on
Timing, wrote twenty-one years ago this week in Barron’s.

“Bear markets don’t act like a medicine ball rolling down a
smooth hill. Instead, they behave like a basketball bouncing
down a rock-strewn mountainside; there’s lots of movement
up and sideways before the bottom is reached.” 

For now, we believe it looks like the market is set for one of
those bear market bounces. MACD has rolled over to buy
on all three of the major indexes (DJIA, S&P 500 and
NASDAQ) for the first time in almost two months since the
Stock Trader’s Almanac April 7 Sell Signal. And it is both
MACDs we track. The shorter-term 8-17-9 MACD Buy
indicator and the longer-term 12-26-9 MACD Sell indicator
have both turned positive on all three indexes. 

In the May and June Almanacs on pages 48 and 58 of the
2022 Stock Trader’s Almanac you will notice the bullish
tendency during the last few days of May and the first
couple of June. For further detail on these days check the
“Recent Market Probability Calendars” in the “Directory of
Trading Patterns and Databank” on pages 123-130.

Ok, so how far can this bear market rally run? The level that

jumps out at us is that February 24 intraday low on the first
day of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. It also aligns with the
March 14 low on NASDAQ Composite and NDX (NASDAQ
100 Index) as you can see in the chart below of the NDX. This
equates to about 4100 on the S&P 500 or about 5% from the
recent low. 32500 on the Dow looks reachable. A bounce of
10% to NASDAQ 12500 and NDX 13000 is not inconceivable.
It could run a bit higher depending on the index. 

In the other graph below comparing 2022 to 1962, 1970 and
1974 the S&P bounced about 10% in 1970 and 1962 from the
respective May and June lows before retreating and retesting.
Yes, May was the low in 1970, which would be great, but
history rhymes it does not repeat exactly. And the bear market
that ended May 26, 1970 had lost 36% on the Dow and S&P
from the high a year and a half prior in late 1968.

Technical Support Broken
But the reality of the situation is that support has been
broken across the board. The chart below of our favorite
leading benchmark NASDAQ 100 Index (NDX) has violated
critical support levels at 13000 and 12250 and looks
headed toward the old 2020 lows around 11000, which
would be a 33.6% fall from its November 2021 high.
NASDAQ Composite’s chart and scenario is similar. DJIA
and S&P exhibit some more solid support at the 50%

(continued on page 3)
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Fibonacci retracement level around S&P 3500 and DJIA
27700, which would be a drop of about 27.0% for S&P and
24.7% for DJIA from their respective all-time highs.

Let’s turn to the midterm election year pattern for the S&P 500
we have been tracking all year. Since the May Outlook we had
to expand the lower range of the vertical axis 6 percentage
points to accommodate the market’s slide in May. 2022
continues to track the seasonal trend of midterm election
years, especially the two more ominous patterns of 1st term
midterm years and the 2nd year of new Democratic presidents
with late Q2 lows and a retest or lower low in October.

But remember as we highlighted in last month’s outlook, in
addition to this being the Worst Six Months of the year for
DJIA and S&P (May-October) with NASDAQ’s Worst Four
Months (July-October) around the corner, it is also the
“Weak Spot of the 4-Year Cycle,” which runs through Q2-Q3
of the midterm year. Since 1949 DJIA averages -1.2% over
the two quarters and S&P averages -1.5%. NASDAQ
averages a 5.0% loss during this weak spot.

However, now here comes the good news, this
seasonal/cycle weakness sets up “The Sweet Spot of the 4-
Year Cycle,” where the Dow and S&P average a gain of
about 20% over the three-quarter span from Q4 midterm
year to Q2 pre-election year — NASDAQ averages 29.3% in
the sweet spot. This is why we call Midterm Election Year’s
“A Bottom Pickers Paradise.” From the midterm low to the
pre-election year high DJIA has averaged gains of 46.8%
and NASDAQ has averaged gains of a whopping 68.2%!

1962, 1970, 1974 & 2022
In our analysis of the similarities of 2022 to previous years
below, we scrapped the 1960 comparison and added in
1962 and 1974. In the updated chart the market appears to
be avoiding the May-1970-type low and shifting over to a
trend that may track the 1962 pattern closer. Both 1962 and
1970 experienced sharp late-May/early-June rallies. The
market never looked back in 1970, but in 1962 the 
market hit its low toward the end of June with a significant
retest in October. 

The 1974 comparison is still a possibility, but it’s a longshot
for us as 1974 was at the end of a long, nearly 2-year 
bear market on the heels of the Arab Oil Embargo and 
our exit from the Vietnam War. One could extrapolate 
some geopolitical comparisons of 2022 to 1974, but if

Index Definitions: The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged composite of 500 large capitalization companies. This index is widely used by professional investors as a 
performance benchmark for large-cap stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (‘DJIA’) is an unmanaged composite of 30 widely held stocks. The NASDAQ Index is an
unmanaged composite of the common stocks and similar securities listed on the NASDAQ Stock Market. The Russell 2000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the bottom
2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. The Russell 3000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the 3,000 largest publicly held companies incorporated in America as 
measured by total market capitalization. The Russell 2000 index is widely used by professional investors as a performance benchmark for small-cap stocks. You cannot invest
directly in an index and unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. The Wilshire 5000 is a market-capitalization-weighted index of the 
market value of all US-stocks actively traded in the United States. As of December 31, 2021, the index contained only 3687 components. The index is intended to measure the
performance of most publicly traded companies headquartered in the United States, with readily available price data. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD): A trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two moving averages of prices.
Santa Claus Rally: Discovered and named by Yale Hirsch in 1972 and published in the 1973 Stock Trader’s Almanac. Santa Claus tends to come to Wall Street nearly
every year, bringing a short, sweet, respectable rally within the last five days of the year and the first two in January. This rally has been averaged 1.3% S&P 500 gain since
1969. Santa’s failure to show tends to precede bear markets, or times stocks could be purchased later in the year at much lower prices. 
Triple Witch Week: Is the week containing the third Friday in March, June, September and December when stock options, index options and index futures expire on Friday.
January Effect: Is the tendency of small-cap stocks to outperform large-cap stocks in January.
January Barometer: Devised by Yale Hirsch in 1972, and published in the 1973 Stock Trader’s Almanac, the January Barometer states that as the S&P 500 goes in January,
so goes the year. This indicator has registered twelve major errors since 1950 for an 83.3% accuracy ratio.
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Market at a Glance
Seasonal: Bearish. June is the last month of NASDAQ’s
“Best Eight Months.” In all years since 1950, June ranks
#11 for DJIA and #9 for S&P 500, but in midterm years like
this year, June is the worst month for DJIA and S&P 500
and second worst for NASDAQ. Average losses in
midterm-year Junes range from 1.4% by NASDAQ to 1.8%
for S&P 500.

Fundamental: Tepid. Q1 GDP was revised
lower to a –1.5% annual rate. Inflation is
proving sticky, persisting at multi-decade
highs. Prices at the pump are at record
highs for gas and diesel and continue to
trend higher. Supply chain disruptions
persist. Corporations are beginning to
trim expansion plans and cutback on
hiring. So far, employment data has held
up, but negative factors are piling up.
Surging mortgage rates are dampening
the housing market. Russia and Ukraine are
at war.

Technical: Bouncing? DJIA, S&P 500 and
NASDAQ ended their respective multi-week losing
streaks. MACD indicators applied to all three have turned
positive. Strong resistance is present and is likely to stall
any rally. The first resistance to overcome is around 32500
for DJIA, 4100 for S&P 500 and 12500 for NASDAQ.

Should these levels be recovered then we believe the
descending 50-day moving average becomes the next
barrier. Current 50-day moving averages are around DJIA
33650, S&P 500 4280 and NASDAQ 12950.

Monetary: 0.75 – 1.00%. Interest rates are going higher
with the Fed widely expected to hike another 0.50%

at its next meeting on June 14-15. It is our belief
that the market has largely already factored in

the increase in rates. The next hurdle the
market will need to clear will be the
beginning of quantitative tightening (QT).
The Fed is expected to begin reducing
the size of its balance sheet on June 1.
This will begin removing some of the
liquidity that was pumped into the
financial system through QE that only just
ended in early March.

Psychological: Bearish. According to
Investor’s Intelligence Advisors Sentiment

survey Bullish advisors stand at 28.2%.
Correction advisors are at 31% while Bearish

advisors numbered 40.8% as of their May 25 release.
Bears have outnumbered bulls for four straight weeks and
eight of the last twelve. Sentiment appears bearish, but the
outright fear and panic historically observed around major
market bottoms still seems to be absent.

“Sentiment
appears bearish, but
the outright fear and

panic historically
observed around major

market bottoms
still seems to
be absent.”

June Outlook: Short Term Bounce, Midterm Low Later

anything, 2022 is at a much earlier stage.

Sizing up all the technical, fundamental, geopolitical,
monetary, seasonal, cycle and sentiment analysis in our 
5-Disciplines approach, summarized in our “Market at a
Glance,” our best assessment is that after the bear market
rally runs its course, the market will likely bounce along

sideways, testing the lows, setting 2022 up for a
prototypical midterm bottom hitting its low point in late Q3
or early Q4 in the August-October period, just ahead of the
midterm elections. Then we rally off that low into the sweet
spot and beyond to new highs. For now, support has been
broken, stick to the system, cash is king and wait for the
fatter pitch.

(continued from page 3)
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